Protect from infection in harsh environments

The battlefield is rife with bacteria. Indwelling or foley catheters leave the patient vulnerable to infection, and can easily be contaminated by the patient or attendant even when precautions are taken. These infections may cause serious and costly repercussions down the line.

The CSFC is a closed system field catheter kit, which provides an environmental seal around the urethra entrance, providing protection against bacteria and other contaminants.

ANY MISSION
ANY ENSEMBLE

The TSC enables bladder relief for any outfit, including environmentally sealed ensembles.

Sometimes you can’t unzip.

Whether it’s an immersion suit or environmentally sealed PPE, maintaining a secure seal is critical to the ensemble’s function.

The Through Suit Connector (TSC) allows integration with the AMXDmax Bladder Relief Device for any ensemble without compromising the garment’s integrity, even ones requiring an environmental seal.
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**Through Suit Connector**

**Ensemble Modification**
Modify any garment to allow secure use of the AMXDmax.

**Fully Self Contained**
- Maintains Environmental Seal
- Can be integrated into any garment:
  - Flight Suits
  - Immersion Suits
  - Chem/Bio Suits
  - Cold Weather Gear
  - And more!

**UPGRADED**

**F-35 Inspired Design**

- Fully Self Contained
- Maintains Environmental Seal
- Can be integrated into any garment:
  - Flight Suits
  - Immersion Suits
  - Chem/Bio Suits
  - Cold Weather Gear
  - And more!

**Through Suit Connector Kit**
The TSC Kit allows for easy modification of any garment to enable use with TSC compatible equipment.

The TSC Kit contains everything needed to fully integrate the TSC into an ensemble. Use the provided tools to mark, punch, and securely apply the TSC to the desired garment.

**Exterior**
The TSC Hose connects to the external TSC port, and then to the AMXDmax Control Unit and Bag for use. It features a failsafe quick disconnect.

**Interior**
A TSC Compatible hose attaches to the interior of the TSC port, which provides a 360° swivel connection.